“I can see our company having these grass flaps on all our mowers. Works great to keep grass clippings from getting in our mulching beds and is safer when people are around” – Rob
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GrassFlap, LLC
OCDC
Foot operated chute blocker for professional lawn mowers

Can be used with Drop-on Baggers

Fits most zero-turn mowers - standers, riders and walk-behinds.
Visit www.grassflap.com for a complete list of models available

The GrassFlap can be operated by the driver while moving without letting go of the steering controls.
Features
- Foot Operated
- One easy motion to open and close
- Rugged two piece flap
- Good for mulching leaves
- No handles to get hung in bushes or limbs
- Operate flap and still cut on straight line
- Stands up to commercial use
- Easy to operate when turning

Increase productivity and reduce clean up time.

If you save five minutes a yard and cut 40 yards a week, you gain three hours a week. You would pay for the GrassFlap in a month!

“Install was quick and simple. Saves lots of time, and prevents grass from being blown on walks, drives, and buildings. I now have two Grass Flaps. Will never have another mower without one.” - Todd

Keep grass out of flowerbeds, off driveways, and away from other workers.